
The Pro-Tower Wall Dual is a floor stand for floor-wall 
mounting which is suitable for two screens with a size 
from 55 - 65” | 140 - 165 cm, mounted side-by-side.

The VESA mounts can be equipped in landscape  
orientation from min. 200 x 200 mm up to max. 600 x 
400 mm.

The dual mount can be mounted at two heights and 
has an inclination adjustment (Tool needed).

The power supply is located internally inside the floor 
stand. 

Thanks to the floor-wall mounting, the slim floor stand 
requires little space and is therefore also suitable for 
smaller rooms.

The maximum load capacity is 2x 55 kg.

AV shelf included (optional use)

Integrated power strip from Bachmann

Power supply hidden inside the floor stand
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Pro-Tower Wall Dual 
Floor stand for floor-wall mounting with dual mount

Item no.: 2879



Floor stand for floor-wall mounting  
 for 2 screens side-by-side 

2x 55 - 65” | 140 - 165 cm 

VESA, min. 200 x 200 mm - max. 600 x 400 mm 

Landscape orientation 

VESA mount can be mounted in two heights 
 (Tool needed) 

VESA mount with tilt adjustment (Tool needed) 

Power supply hidden inside the floor stand 

Integrated power strip with on/off switch 

Space saving floor-wall mounting

AV shelf included (optional use) 

2x 55 kg load, max. 

Colour: black 
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Pro-Tower Wall Dual 
Floor stand for floor-wall mounting with dual mount

Item no.: 2879


